There are strong arguments for awarding patents for software and other issues. But just as there are patents for biological discoveries and "inventions" there are even stronger arguments against a liberalization against it. I am in favoring of being very strongly against liberalizing, making it too easy to get a patent. It is time to keep the limits on what can be patented. If nothing else, the time lost in searching for other patents, just gets in the way of either perfecting that item wanting to be patented or new items to be developed. So NO to easing the scope of patents.

--

These are links to the Web Albums showing the trains and a collection of other pictures. The second link is to the CNR web page. This is will update you on current things going on with the depot and cars. Then there is always the e-mail.
http://picasaweb.google.com/mccampbell60
http://clintonnorthernrailway.org/?q

Remember, If you can't be good, at least be photogenic.